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In the late Ming and  the early Qing Dynasty,rivers was the basic channel for 
transportation and business travel in many areas.Those people including merchants、
scholars、officials and commen people often select to take the boats when they had to 
travel to others places due to various reasons ,thus,a busy scene often showed in rivers. 
Apart from this, We should not ignore a large number of robberies occurred in 
rivers.Robbers stolen or robbed streams with overt or covert way,and threatened to the 
personal and property safety of Streams seriously.With the perspective of social and 
institutional history,the article tries to analysis background and type of occurrence 
about river robbers,investigate the suffers’ specific conditions,and show the 
mechanism and effect which Government、social and masses were on guard to river 
robbers. 
This article is divided into five chapters on: 
Part I ,introduction :   introducing the cause of selecting the tropic,reaviewing  
academic History of related areas,analysising the realated concept, delimiting the 
scope of the study,and introducing in brief the origin of the materials and the article’s 
frame. 
Part II :This part mainly decepts the background of the robber actived on the 
inland rivers ,especially the merchants who been most affected by the robbery. With 
the books of business guide or the voluminous literatures written by the Ming and 
Qing Dynasty’s scholar,this part reappeared the scene of robberies occurred in 
rivers,and studied the natural and social background of robbers’ activities . 
Part III :This part focuses on the composition of staff who robberd on the inland 
waters,the misfortune of the suffers including officials、 scholars and common 
people,and the influence of robbers’ activities to social life and temporal opinion in 
the age of Ming and Qing. 
Part IV :This part study the TaiHu area from the late Ming Dynasty to the early 
Qing Dynasty with the use of perspective of regional social analysis.To eliminate the 















drawing up BaoJia、putting up water gate and setting up patrol stations and so on. 
re-established the authority of official control. 
Part V : To the robbery incident as the lead example,this part study the reason 
which local officials could not effectly eliminate robbers in inland water.we think that 
the measures relied heavily on whether the misconduct of law enforcement 
agencies.Meanwhile, the lack of supervision to local officials and defending forces 
leaded to their idleness and neglect, thus offsetted the actual effect of those measures. 
The conclusion summarizes the whole research process and its result,and 
indicates the direction of future reasearch for the writer. 
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